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The Yellow Daisy Schedule was sent as a PDF to those who are involved in
the flower show as well as those we hope will become more involved in the
project. It is such an incredible experience for all who do participate: The
dedicated people writing the Schedule and planning the event—what a job--then
the people who dedicate themselves to planting seeds, maintaining their gardens,
and grooming the resulting plants and cut examples to enter in the Horticulture
Division. (The Design Division is a whole other exciting division, as well as the
Special Exhibits and the Youth Exhibits—but this is the Horticulture Edition and
will be our topic for some of the September 2017 “PLANTING INFO…”!) The
flower show is such an integral part of Redbud District of which I am a member. It
has been awarded top awards for more years than I know about. Most of all it is an
experience of dedication, creative venture, fellowship/friendship, and learning
experience in multiple skills. Participate at some level as much as is possible. It is
a wonderful experience as are all NGC flower shows no matter what size they may
be.

Reminiscing about Homegrown Produce
Rosalie Gage, member of Old Town Sharpsburg Garden Club, Redbud
District is the Horticulture Classification Chairman for Yellow Daisy. She is also a
dedicated gardener. She is enthusiastic and knowledgeable in all things gardening.
Her blog on Facebook is a delight to read with casual comments on horticulture
discoveries on her enchanted property deep in the woods away from the hustle
bustle of congestion. She is also a ‘complete gardener’ dedicated to growing both
ornamental plants and food crops. (AND she always includes the correct botanic
names for each and every picture! Hallelujah)
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How many of us continue to cultivate a food garden? After 24 years of
Navy moves and 15 years of a more stable home with too many trees and shade,
the opportunity to have a real garden was planned and accomplished here in Pike
County, GA—a four strand electric fence to keep the deer etc. out and much toil
getting the really awful soil into better shape we finally had the garden...it was an
ambitious one--4200 square feet. Out came the brand new tiller to work the hard
pan soil. The neighbors liked to sit on their back porch and watch the struggle!
Oh the futility of it! We did get one year of the most delicious corn, a few
tomatoes, no strawberries, some asparagus, lots of cucumbers, but basically it was
a bust and after a few years we realized two people did not need a big vegetable
garden especially since there were two farmer’s markets within ten minutes of
home! But we tried. Memories of
Grandma and sometimes mother
preserving all the wonderful
produce…Rosalie’s photos of her
produce simply are an elegant
reminder of times past and
present. Her blueberry jelly is
my
husband’s
absolute
favorite treat. Enjoy the
pictures of some of her
accomplishments.

What
memories!
Rosalie
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wonderful
Thank you

Planting a Fall Garden
Fall/Autumn can be an opportune time to plant a vegetable garden. UGA
Home Gardening Extension has an extensive collection of information at
http://extension.uga.edu/publications/detail.html?number=B577 which includes an
outstanding map (among other gardening tips) which will give you average first
freeze dates to enable you to decide when to plant crops which are good fall garden
plants—broccoli, cabbage, cauliflower, collards, lettuce, Swiss chard are some
examples. Purchasing seedlings from your friendly nursery or any big box store
with a nursery department will have good choices. Many of you probably have
your fall garden planned by now, but this information will be useful to the novice.
The fall veggie plantings can fill in annual floral areas in the ornamental garden
and be just as pretty as the flowers! (There are some really pretty cultivars of Swiss
chard and also ornamental cabbage—but these aren’t really outstanding edibles.)
As you pull out annuals the seedlings take their place in the garden. Two essential
facts necessary for success are: average freeze date and days to maturity for
specific plants—but if you are
planting seedlings you can subtract
significant days to harvest.
Sometimes the magic works and
sometimes it doesn’t. I couldn’t find
an actual ‘days to harvest’ chart, but
this is a copy of what UGA Extension
says: Choose the mild weather
during this period to plant or
transplant the following: beets,
broccoli, cabbage, carrots, collards,
lettuce, mustard, onions, radishes,
spinach and turnips. Plant your
second planting of fall crops such as
collards, turnips, cabbage, mustard
and kale. I do broccoli, lettuce and
sometimes spinach in my garden and
will get them in the ground early to
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mid- September. Check reputable plant catalogs or seed packs for reliable ‘days to
maturity’ information. Try it you may like it! Maybe Rosalie Gage should have
written this!

Important Fall Activity in the Garden
A friend called a few weeks ago to ask about shrubs and other plantings to
update and simplify maintenance in their property. They had contacted three
landscapers and were ready to make some choices and some planting—in the
middle of August! Granted we have had rain, but there is a much better time to
install major landscaping. (With the right method you can plant an annual or
perennial to replace a bare spot in the garden. Wait for a shady day, dig an
appropriate hole, fill it with water, plant the rooted specimen, fill with surrounding
soil and mulch AND KEEP IT WATERED AND IN THE SHADE UNTIL IT’S
ESTABLISHED [an old umbrella makes good shade]) Two facts: 1. Always
consider optimum conditions for whatever you are planting—sun or shade;
moisture needs; appropriate climate conditions. 2. Size of the shrub at maturity is
a very important factor. How often do you see a house consumed by the shrubbery
because an inappropriate species consumes the property?
Fall is refreshing mulch time…I’ve read several ‘authorities’ who
recommend fresh mulch in September—and these authorities are smarter than I
am, but I still like my method which some of you already know—refresh mulch
after the first frost in the fall and after the danger of frost is past in the spring.
The rational for this routine is it allows the soil to reach the current temperature
(fall or spring). If the fall soil has been mulched in September there is still a good
bit of warm weather and mulching will maintain that warm soil into the first
freezes which will enable perennials and more permanent plantings to grow—
which is not the best time for growth. New growth will be frost bitten!
The
same is true in reverse. The soil will remain cool if you mulch in February and
your various plants will be delayed in their grow waiting for the soil to warm.
On the subject of when to deal with ‘plant growth’ the time to prune shrubs
or trees is past. Any pruning done now will encourage new growth which will not
have time to ‘harden off’ by first freeze. (The date for mid-Georgia is mid-August.
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north and south George should be adjusted to match their freeze dates—a couple of
weeks earlier for North Georgia and a couple of weeks later for south Georgia Of
course you should always prune dead or diseased material…

Putting the Garden to Bed in the Fall
This can be a long drawn-out dissertation on plants and how to treat them,
mulch, manure, diseased plants and prevention, using chemical methods to prevent
weed growth…..the topics are endless and confusing. Here are some of my
personal opinions based on experience—what works for me. You can make other
decisions and you may read some good ideas based on ‘the Happy Gardener’s
eclectic garden”
 Attend to your plants!
 If you enjoy allowing your annuals to reseed there are two options
 Let the seeds mature on the plant and allow them to drop in
place. After the seeds have dropped on the flower bed then just
pull the plants out of the ground and dispose of them. For
instance larkspur is one of the earliest specimens to bloom and
mature. Wait till you can tell the seed pods have opened and
dropped their precious products. At that point pull them up and
put them in the compost pile. (If the plant is invasive or a weed
do not let it go to seed)
 If you are a ‘compulsive gardener’ you can collect the seeds
and store them in appropriate packages in a cool, dark location
until time to replant them in the spring. Truthfully this is the
best way to ‘reseed’ but nothing is more thrilling than to see the
larkspur in bloom in early spring with absolutely no effort on
my part!
 Perennials have a different routine! Perennials are supposed to be
perennial—come back every year. But that is not always the case!
 Some perennials are short lived—such as hollyhocks amd
columbine, Nature is so amazing! These plants frequently
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reseed! After three or four years you will know for sure which
perennials are short lived!
 Some perennials just keep on coming back and are great
‘sustainable’ plantings. They require some deadheading or
pruning for control and to maintain flowering. Some of my
favorite examples are perennial Salvias (there are also annual
salvias), Helleborus hybridus --Lenten Rose, Hosta, Rudbeckia,
Iris….the list is almost endless
 Just because a plant is a good perennial doesn’t mean it
can’t be invasive! Plants propagate by seed, root,
stem…choose your selections carefully or be willing to
monitor their reproduction!
 Nobody ever said gardening was for sissies!
 There are biannual plants but we aren’t even going to consider
them at this point—they grow their first season and bloom the
second season and that is it. the end—unless they reseed! (see
last notation above about being a sissy.
 One more suggestion: We’ve already covered annuals and
reseeding, but many perennials have nutritious seed pods which
can be left on the plants until spring for the creatures of the
field. There is also excellent research indicating plants will
survive better if their foliage is left on the plant (unless
diseased). The foliage provides insulation for the roots, nesting
material for wildlife and insects. A good example is
chrysanthemum. I cut mine back in the spring after the last
frost date,
 You should have pruned any shrubs etc. already so we won’t cover
them.
 We won’t cover biannual plants—plant seed one year and bloom
second year.
 Attend to your garden equipment!
 Take an inventory and hopefully you still have everything you with
which you started the season! Plus any new equipment you may have
acquired!
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 Check condition of all equipment
 Clean
 Sharp
 Serviceable
 Make a list of any new equipment you would like to have—and put
the list someplace ‘others’ will see it—including brand names!

Why We Enjoy our Garden!
A few weeks ago a pretty, but unfamiliar seedling started growing in a large
container on the front porch. For some reason it looked important and yes, it grew
into a lovely, ordinary species petunia—deep red/purple. The plant decided it
liked the big container next to it and is draped luxuriously amid red geraniums,
variegated thyme, and white penta—it is so precious. I was going to show you
pictures of its progress from a tiny seeding to this charming addition to a second
container….but the picture taken from my iPhone will not transfer to the computer.
This may encourage me to get the book out and try to learn about pictures. If it is
possible the picture will be in December issue of Planting Info….!

One small pansy seed
germinated in the brick patio!

Glorious confusion

Pure white iris, tubers give to mr
by a friend in Buffalo 25 years
ago!

Happy Gardening, Gail, the Happy Gardener
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